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Key messages derived from the Q&A in the parliamentary prep package 

 

Developed in preparation for House Finance committee appearance by Jeremy Rudin and Ben Gully, 

May 21, 2020 at 6 p.m.  

 

 

Top level messages 

 We have strengthened our regulatory and supervisory regime since the global financial crisis in 

2008. OSFI’s long standing approach has been to prepare for severe but plausible events and 

Canadians can continue to have confidence in the financial system.  

 OSFI has responded to the challenges of the crisis through direct actions that have allowed 

institutions to focus on the challenges at hand that continue to protect depositors, policyholders 

and private pension plan beneficiaries. 

 

Institutions’ safety  

 Canadians can be confident in our financial system during these current extraordinary times 

because it is resilient and well prepared. 

 Many of the challenges facing the financial system are elements that OSFI has been preparing 

for. 

 Institutions have long had in place systems and controls to manage and mitigate the risks they 

take. 

OSFI’s COVID-19 response - supporting financial and operational resilience 

 We have adjusted some of our capital, liquidity and reporting requirements and delayed the 

implementation deadlines for a number of planned regulatory changes. This was to allow 

institutions to focus on the challenges posed by COVID-19 

 We are in close contact with institutions and have been closely monitoring their financial 

condition, operations and responses to current events.  

 We have been transparent on expectations, acted promptly and in a manner that is clear to its 

institutions, markets and Canadians (e.g. Superintendent statements, technical briefings, FAQs).  

Tracking the $300B released through the DSB reduction 

 OSFI expects banks to use the additional lending capacity to support Canadian businesses and 

households during this period of stress.  

 OSFI is in regular communication with banks and monitors their capital and liquidity positions 

and exposures.  

 OSFI expects banks to track their credit portfolios and report back to OSFI on their exposures in 

response to the DSB release as well as other support programs and initiatives launched recently 

by the Government of Canada. 

 Banks will be publicly issuing their second quarter results in the next few weeks.   

Efforts for smaller institutions 

 We have communicated our expectations surrounding capital management for deposit-taking 

institutions (DTIs), including small and medium-sized banks. 
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 They have capital buffers that can be used to absorb unexpected losses arising from the impact 

of the COVID-19 disruption.  

 This will allow institutions to continue to provide financial services to Canadians.  

Bank failure  

 Canadians can be confident in our financial system during these current extraordinary times 

because it is resilient and well prepared.   

 Many of the challenges facing the financial system are elements that OSFI has been preparing 

for. 

 OSFI protects depositors by reducing the likelihood that institutions problems will turn into 

trouble. We devote most of our time to this role. But if an institution is in trouble, we stand 

ready to act.  

Negative oil prices 

 OSFI legislation recognizes that institutions should be free to compete and take reasonable risks.  
 Financial institutions remain responsible for the credit granting decisions they take. OSFI’s job is 

to oversee their effectiveness in managing those risks.  
 

Fairness to customers 

 OSFI’s actions have allowed banks to continue lending to consumers while still holding 

appropriate capital cushions against those risks. 

 Banks remain responsible for their own service standards and lending decisions. 

 OSFI’s role is to focus on the solvency and liquidity of banks. Consumer-related issues are the 
responsibility of the Financial Consumer Agency of Canada. 

 As part of their mandate, FCAC is ensuring banks comply with their legislative obligations and 
voluntary codes of conduct. FCAC is monitoring the public commitments that banks are making 
to accommodate the financial hardships of consumers. 

 

Executive compensation 

 OSFI expects compensation to be aligned with prudent risk-taking behaviour. 

 OSFI does not prescribe compensation levels for executives or employees, but does expect 

banks to follow international standards on Executive compensation set but the Financial 

Stability Board. 

Dividends 

 OSFI requires banks to have a strong capital base.  

 When risks materialize, banks are able to absorb losses and also continue to support the 

economy through lending, providing services to customers and paying dividends. 

 When OSFI announced the release of $300 Billion in lending capacity for Canada’s largest banks, 

we said this extra lending capacity was not to be used for dividend increases or share buybacks. 

Pensions – portability freeze 

 OSFI temporarily froze pension portability out of fairness and protection of all plan members in 

the defined benefit pension plans that we oversee.  

 Recently, we adjusted the portability freeze to allow broader access to funds for those that are 

retiring and relying on the transferred funds. 
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Pensions – employer contributions  

 The Minister of Finance decided to offer temporary relief for businesses through a moratorium 

on employer contributions related to plan deficiencies. 

 OSFI’s job is to ensure that pension plan sponsors resume their solvency payments once the 

suspension is lifted. 

Fraud and mortgage deferrals 

 OSFI expects institutions to have effective systems and processes in place to deter and detect 

fraud.  

 We continue to monitor institutions’ ability to deter and detect fraud and take direct actions 

through our supervisory work with institutions.   

 Banks are assessing their fraud risk management processes and determining if adjustments are 

necessary. 

Housing market 

 Banks loans subject to deferrals continue to be treated as performing loans. This helps banks 

and customers to manage through hardships caused by recent developments. 

 Housing activity has slowed significantly due to uncertainty. However, we are already seeing 

some individuals and businesses begin transitioning back to less restricted conditions. 

 B-20 qualification criteria have helped improve the quality of underwriting the last few years.  

Capital relief for mortgage insurers  

 Payment deferrals will not cause insured mortgages to be treated as delinquent or in arrears, 

consistent with expectations for financial institutions. 

Mortgage stress test 

 OSFI suspended all of its consultations and policy development on new or revised guidance until 

conditions stabilize. 

Climate risk 

 We consider institutions face three main climate risks:  

1. Physical risks associated with changing weather and catastrophes  

2. Legal risks of insuring against physical risks  

3. Transition risks, which has to do with the investment environment and changes in asset 

values that may result from moving towards a greener economy. 

 Each of those areas is worth continued consideration and OSFI intends to produce some more 

information for consultation once we return to more regular operations.   

 We also continue to contribute to international climate change regulatory work through our 

participation in international fora. 

 

OSFI return to normal activity 

 We continue to supervise institutions but we have suspended all consultations and policy 

development on new or revised guidance until conditions stabilize. 

 A decision to restart policy consultations will take into consideration the need for OSFI guidance 

to be credible, consistent, necessary and fit for purpose in the Canadian context. 


